SHELANTI PRIVATE SCHOOL
28 FEBRUARY 2022
WEEK 8 TERM 1

ANNOUNCEMENTS GOODBYE SUMMER FUN
SPORTS DAY/SAVE THE DATE - 5 MARCH
Time 7:30 am - 1pm, Curro Sandown Sports Grounds.
Parents will need to drop off children at the Curro
School and collect from the Curro campus. Parents are
welcome to attend the event.
Children can be collected and returned to school for
aftercare. Please confirm with aftercare if you will be
sending your child with Ms Redman.
Tuck-shop will be available.
Teachers will notify you of your childs house, to allow
for the purchase of a plain T-shirt in your house
colours.
UNIFORM SUPPORT - All winter uniform orders were
placed timeously, unfortunately there is a fabric
shortage in SA due to Covid; therefore the fabric has
now been ordered from China. We are unable to
confirm when they will have the fabric to
manufacture the tracksuits. More will be
communicated as we receive more information.
UNIFORM SHOP - Will now extend the operating
times to TUESDAY'S & FRIDAY'S ONLY.
GOLF DAY/SAVE THE DATE 20 June 2022, Bellville
Golf Club.
PARENT TECH SUPPORT - please use below link to
book a Tech support session with Mrs Terblanche if
necessary. You are welcome to mail:
celeste@shelantiprivateschool.co.za for minor tech
issues or questions.
EXTRA MURALS - All skills development activities
will end on Friday 4 March 2022.
PHOTOGRAPHS - last Grade photos this week, we will
be taking the Grade 6-7's. Parent photos are on offer for
9am.

MOMENTS

PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
Dear Parents
We are entering week 8 of the term, hard to believe that the end of term is in 3 weeks time.
Our thinking tools for the week were:
Feeling of competency/Positive self-message
We use these to energise feelings, thoughts and behaviour by developing beliefs about
being capable of learning and doing something effective. I can! I will try again!
Space and Time -To relate events, time management and space. We work from left to
right, bottom up, this will take us 5/10 minutes, let’s see how much we can achieve in
this time.
Selective attention; Focus, listen and forget about everything else and to distinguish
between relevant and irrelevant information needed in the learning process.
A big thank you to our grade 3 learners that made their extra sandwiches on Monday and
specifically to Mrs. Smith that ensures these sandwiches are delivered each week.
It was also our dearest Evelyna’s birthday on Saturday, what Shelantians will do without
our right hand lady I don’t know? Happy birthday to this precious lady.
Then; our Sports day on Friday 11 March will be held at Curro Sandown, watch this space
for more information on the day!
Lastly, I want to thank my staff for a very successful Parent Training evening on Monday.
Each staff member is an expert in their own right. I am very grateful to have a staff that are
passionate about what they do. I’ve sent a link to all parents to complete a feedback form,
we would be grateful for your input.
Thank you to all parents who attended the evening despite having busy schedules. It
invigorates us to see you and to have the opportunity to build a relationship with you.
Have a great week further.
Kind Regards
DEIRDRE KEMPEN

TEACHER TALK
GUIDING YOUR CHILD WITH MATHEMATICS - HANNEKE VILJOEN HEAD OF INTERMEDIATE PHASE
This week is Mathematics week and we are looking forward to a deeper understanding of Math's. Many of our learners have
experienced much stress and anxiety related to this subject. The key reasons are, they do not believe in their ability due to passed
failures, they do not see the relevance of Mathematics, and it seen like hardwork.
We, as parents can help our kids with these struggles without being a Math's Teacher. Below are some tips that can guide you:
1.BELIEVE
Benjamin Franklin said that: “You can do anything if you only believe.” This can also apply in Mathematics. Mathematics is all
about persevering through a problem and solving it with the information that you acquire. If you start by believing you cannot do
it, you already closed yourself off from exploring the possible outcomes.
We have to first and foremost make sure that our kids believe they can do it. By telling your child that you were poor at math's, is
setting them up for failure. I believe most of us can add 5+5. This is something that you as a parent also mastered, which means you
are able to do math's. Yes, there is math's at a higher grade, but it takes continuous exploring and knowledge enquiry to get there.
This does not mean that you are bad at ALL math's concepts. For whatever you believe, they will believe it too. So change your
narrative, rather tell them Math's was difficult, but you tried your best. Also tell them of the days and moments you really
understood something and that by Grade 3 you where able to add and subtract. They will get there too. Motivate them, praise them
for what they get right, encourage them to figure out and research the knowledge needed to solve a problem.
2. RELEVANCE
In your home you have a lot of mathematical resources and techniques you use daily. For example:
A cup is 250ml
There is 1 L in the milk jar
The coke zero bottle contains 2,5L
How many cups in a milk jar?
How many cups in a coke zero bottle?
Why is 250ml less than 2,5L but 250ml has more digits?
Use the following topics to show them and talk about:
Length – personal length, comparing lengths, distance driving, convert between cm & mm
Weight – personal weights, cooking, shopping, cargo, convert between kg and grams
Capacity – drinks, boxes, amount of things fitting in a box, convert between litres and millilitres
Temperature – compare countries, provinces, seasons
Time – read a clock on a wall, read a digital clock, days, weeks, months, years, convert
Measurement – ask how and with what do they measure the above?
Shapes – identify different shapes, what are the features of a shape.
3. FUN
We are sitting with a generation that loves to play video games. Even though the game was difficult and hard, we still went out and
kept on trying until we solved the problem. This is exactly what Math's is all about. Playing certain games help learners with
Mathematics without them even knowing it. Games like Cards/Monopoly/Rummikub boardgames
There are also online games and gaming apps that are mathematics orientated:
GAMES online - Math Game Time/ Cool Math for kids/ Arcademics/Cool Math Games/ Quick Math
GAMES on Apps - Math Blaster
Mathematics is not easy, it is challenging.
Help your child to take on this challenge by believing in themselves and making it relevant so at the end they can win this game
called Math's.
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IN THE CLASSROOM
Shelanti private school finds any opportunity to show #kindness. This time we partnered with
Sunridge Circle Primary School in collaboration with Circle of Love.
We started a sandwich drive with the help of our students and parents, who make the
sandwiches so that they can get delivered to the students at Sunridge Circle Primary School.

Celebrating Harrison Lightley and world Scout Day (last week). We are SO proud of your
amazing achievements thus far. How cool is it that you can make a fire with just flint
and a stick! You possess many other skills that will serve you well if you ever get lost in
the wilderness. You are too cool!

TIME TO SMILE
We have invited a new photographer to come and take some photos,
ordering is optional, please see the information and details below.
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